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Abstract 
 
Motivation: Test case prioritization can prioritize test cases, optimize the test execution, save time 
and cost. There are many different methods for test case prioritization, test case prioritization method 
based on test case execution history is one kind of them. Based on the test case execution history, it’s 
easier to increase the rate of fault detection, hence we want to do a study about test case prioritization 
methods based on the test case execution history. Meanwhile, executing the feasible methods to 
compare the effectiveness of them. For the motivation of the thesis may be regarded as an example for 
experiencing approach for comparing test case prioritizations based on test case execution history, or 
as a study case for identifying the suitable methods to use and help improve the effectiveness of the 
testing process. 
 
Objectives: The aim of this thesis is to look for a suitable test case prioritization method that can 
support risk based testing, in which test case execution history is employed as the key criterion of 
evaluation. For this research, there are three main objectives. First, explore and summarize methods of 
test case prioritization based on test case history. Next, identify what are differences among the test 
case prioritization methods. Finally, execute the methods which we selected, and compare the 
effectiveness of methods. 

Methods: To achieve the first and the second study objectives, a systematic literature review has been 
conducted using Kitchenham guidelines. To achieve the third study objective, an experiment was 
conducted following Wohlin guidelines. 

Results: In our thesis: 1) We conducted a systematic literature review and selected 15 relevant 
literatures. We extracted data of the literatures and then we synthesized the data. We found that the 
methods have different kinds of inputs, test levels, maturity levels, validation and "automated testing 
or manual testing". 2) We selected two feasible methods from those 15 literatures, Method 1 is 
Adaptive test-case prioritization and Method 2 is Similarity-based test quality metric. We executed 
the methods within 17 test suites. Comparing the result of two methods and non-prioritization, the 
mean Average Percentage of Defects Found (APFD) of Adaptive test-case prioritization execution 
result (86.9%) is significantly higher than non-prioritization (51.5%) and Similarity-based test quality 
metric (47.5%), it means that the Adaptive test-case prioritization has higher effectiveness. 

Conclusion: In our thesis, existing test case prioritization methods based on test case execution 
history are extracted and listed out through systematic literature review. The summary of them and the 
description of differences can be available in the thesis. The 15 relevant literatures and the synthesized 
data may be as a guideline for relevant software researchers or testers. We did the statistical test for 
the experimental result, we can see two different test case prioritization methods have different 
effectiveness. 
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 Glossary 
Term  Definition 
APFD Average percentage faults detected 

RBT Risk based testing 
SLR Systematic literature review 
Mozilla Mozilla is a member of the free software 

community created in 1998 by the Netscape Co. 
Mozilla communities use, develop, spread and 
support Mozilla products, thereby promoting 
completely free software and open standards 

HD  Hamming distance 
TC Test Case 
ANOVA Analysis Of Variance 
Zotero A free, easy-to-use tool to help collect, organize, 

cite, and share research sources 
F-table The table values are critical values of the F 

distribution for the corresponding alpha 
Studentized Ranged Distribution5. A continuous probability distribution that arises 

when estimating the range of a normally 
distributed population 
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1   INTRODUCTION  
Testing is an important part during the software development cycle, organizations and companies 
usually pay a lot of effort to the testing process to find out fails and errors of features/ functions, 
which is a necessary phase in the development cycle of software and can improve the quality of the 
software product [1] [2].  
 
However, testing is an expensive verification process. Normally, software companies outsource 
software testing to reduce cost and save time. Nowadays, in many software development domains, 
because of limited resources, software testing has to be done under pressure, the result shows that not 
all the test cases can be executed in time [3]. It is difficult to do the exhaustive testing, identifying risk 
is an important part that can deal with lacking of time. Thus, Risk-based testing (RBT) which based 
on the risk of failure can save more time through detecting the faults by prioritizing test cases [4]. We 
need some methods to support the risk analysis process of RBT. Code coverage is a widely used 
quality metric that measures how much of the code (e.g., number of lines, blocks, conditions etc.) 
from the program is exercised during the tests execution. As faulty code needs to be executed to 
reveal its fault, covering more code increases the probability of covering the faulty code. However, 
covering the faulty code may not always result in detecting its faults [1]. Faults are only revealed 
when the faulty code is executed with special input values, which actually causes the tests to fail. 
Therefore, code coverage does not guarantee detecting faults, it is simply a heuristic that estimates the 
test case quality. What’s more, if a tester cannot get the source code, it will be very difficult to apply 
the prioritization based on Code coverage.  
 
Detecting previous faults is an important factor that used to do risk analysis of test cases. Based on the 
previous faults, test cases can be prioritized in the regression test, because it probably finds some test 
cases which are failed when detecting a previous fault [8] [48] [49]. Hence we turn our attention to 
test case prioritization methods based on test case execution history. For instance, history-based test 
case prioritization methods look back on the behavior of test-cases from previous releases in order to 
prioritize the execution order of test-cases for a new release [8], and various of execution history data 
might be potential factors which influence the priority of test cases while prioritizing test cases. Then, 
test case prioritization methods schedule test cases in an order so that test cases with a higher priority 
will be executed earlier.  
 
The main contributions of the thesis are: (1) We searched out the literatures about history-based test 
case prioritization methods. (2) We presented a clearly data synthesis and analysis of the literatures. (3) 
We executed the feasible test case prioritization methods for test case prioritization among different 
test suites, and comparing the effectiveness through the APFD result. 
 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background of our research. Next, 
some related works are presented in Section 3. Research methodology is showed in Section 4. In 
Section 5, we design process of researching and do the systematic literature review. In Section 6, we 
do the experiment and show the data from our research. The conclusion and future work of this thesis 
are showed in Section 7.    
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2   BACKGROUND 
In applications like test case prioritization and generation, different test case quality metrics are 
extensively used. The main goal of using test case quality metrics is to evaluate the tests and find the 
scope of improvement required in the test cases. The primary quality measure of a test case is its 
ability to detect software faults, i.e., whether the test fails on the program. Sometimes the severity of 
the revealed faults might be a crucial factor and therefore the tests detect more severe faults means 
that test case has a low quality metric. 
  
Test case quality metrics are used in different applications, most commonly in evaluating existing test 
suites, to make sure enough testing has been done. An automatic test case generation tool also uses 
quality metrics to evaluate test case effectiveness in order to produce high quality tests. In addition, 
quality metrics are used in prioritizing test cases, when the resource (e.g., time, number of software 
testers) is limited. Test case prioritization ranks the test cases based on the quality metrics so that the 
more effective tests are being executed first and detect the software faults faster, within the limited 
testing budget. Test case prioritization plays an important role in practice for software companies, 
especially when rapid release and continuous integration demands fast software development paces. 
 

  2.1 Regression Testing 
Regression testing is a process of software testing that used to support software-testing activities and 
focuses on selective retesting through recently different versions of a software system [16]. Although 
Regression testing plays an important role in maintaining the quality of subsequent releases of 
software or system, it is also expensive that accounting for a large percentage costs of 
software/system production [56]. 
 
"Selective retesting of a system or component to verify that modifications have not caused unintended 
effects and that the system or component still complies with its specified requirements" [17] In brief, 
regression testing is figuring out whether the modification of the software cause fault in the last 
several versions of the software. However, regression testing is really expensive in practice, many 
researchers do research to find proper techniques for effective and efficient regression testing [18] [19] 
[20]. 
     
There are four techniques for regression testing: 1. Retest-all [21], 2. Regression test selection [22], 
3.Test suite reduction [23], and 4. Test case prioritization. The test case prioritization is regarded as 
one of the most effective techniques for regression testing among those techniques [24] [25], because 
it can prioritize the test case and optimize the execution test case, and save much more time and cost. 
In our thesis, we mainly use test case prioritization to improve the efficiency of the testing process. 
      

2.2 Test case prioritization 
Test case prioritization is an approach of scheduling test case execution, according to some 
performance goals and determinants, the goal of test case prioritization is to increase the likelihood 
and the rate of fault detection that if the test cases is in order under regression testing. Test case 
prioritization can support the risk analysis process of Risk based testing. 
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Test case prioritization can address varieties of objectives, including the following [24]: 
● Testers hope improve the rate of fault detection and hope increase the likelihood of revealing 

faults earlier in the regression testing. 
● Testers hope improve the rate of high-risk faults detection and locate those faults earlier in the 

process of regression testing. 
● Testers hope improve the likelihood of revealing regression faults when the code changing in 

the earlier process of regression testing. 
● Testers hope improve the speed to test their coverage of coverable code in the system 
● Testers hope increase the speed to develop their confidence in the reliability of the system 

 
 

2.3 Risk-based testing 
Risk-based testing (RBT) is a test-based approach analyzes quality risks to prioritize tests and allocate 
testing effort, which helps reduce risk through prioritizing the risk [57]. RBT mainly focuses on the 
risk of fault and the impact of fault, it also considers the risk of designing, evaluating and analyzing 
tests [26] [27], and it estimates all phases test case process which includes test execution, test 
implement, test planning and so on. And risk has potential impact associated with history test cases, 
the fault may be changed in different versions. 
 
Here is the process of risk-based testing: 

1. Prioritizing the risks and make a list. 
2. Testing each risk. 
3. The risk may evaporate and new ones will appear, adjust your effort to focus on the current 

version of the test. 
 

 2.4 Measuring test case/test suite quality 
During our pilot study, we find that there is a metric to measure test case quality which named the 
Average percentage faults detected (APFD) developed by Elbaum et al [28], and they use APFD to 
measure the quality of test case. APFD mainly weights the average of the percentage of faults 
detected when executing the test suite. APFD focuses on improving a subset of the test suite’s rate of 
fault detection, how fast about the fault is detected during the regression testing. APFD values range 
from 0 to 1; higher value means faster fault detection rate. Generally, APFD is a metric that used to 
present the effectiveness of test case prioritization [9]. 
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3 RELATED WORK 
In this section, we present a short overview of several studies which related to our research. All these 
studies are about regression test and use test case prioritization to prioritize test cases. We focus on 
searching the test case prioritization methods which based on the test case execution history. And we 
also present some studies of common non-history based test case prioritization methods. In the 
following part, we will highlight the main findings of those studies. 
 
Rothermel [59] proposed a coverage-based prioritization method. The method bases on the quantity of 
statements or functions executed by the test cases. If a test case has more functions execution, it will 
be applied to the regression testing earlier. 
     
Zhang and Nie et al. [32] proposed a test case prioritization which based on varieties testing 
requirement priorities and the cost of test case. The prioritization technique can predict the priority of 
requirement and test costs, but it’s difficult to prediction in practice because the prioritization 
technique should do before test suite execution. Thus, they made assumptions that there is solution 
corresponds to the history information of test, but they were failed to prove it.  
   
J. A. Jones and M. J. Harrold [33] published a review paper focusing on execution-based techniques 
which prioritize the test case, these techniques are based on the coverage level reached while running 
previous, and the test case includes branch, basic block, condition, function statement and so on. 
Theses techniques also include additional coverage prioritization such like the increment of coverage. 
 
Zhang. L [36] proposed a new approach which named REPiR, through reducing the regression test 
prioritization to the standard information for the problem of retrieval, REPiR can can locate the 
problem of regression test prioritization such that the differences of the document collection of the 
tests constitute between two different program versions.  
 
Stallbaum.H [38] proposed RiteDAP which is a model-based approach based on the risk of system 
testing, and it uses annotated UML activity diagrams to prioritize test case. RiteDAP just considers 
the risk-based of test case but not considers what identify of the risk values. However, the risk-based 
test case prioritization techniques haven’t been integrated into a model-driven system and haven’t 
been applied for regression testing based on the model. And also In study [39], Stallbaum and 
Metzger proposed a approach which is model-driven based on risk. But the approach doesn’t consider 
the time criteria and system model. Analyzing the risk of model-drive is the basic factor of this 
approach. 
 
Kim and Porter were committed to History-based test prioritization technique in which test cases were 
in order according to the values calculated the data of historical test case execution. They propose that 
is necessary to select test cases which haven’t been executed recently [34]. S.Elbaum et.al published a 
review paper focus on metrics-based techniques. It calculates the fault proneness index from a small 
group of software attributes which can be measured and prioritizes the test cases [35]. 
 
Yuchi et al. [33] also showed a history-based test case prioritization in the cost area. they use an 
algorithm to create a properly order for the historical test case. Chu-Ti et al. [34] also proposed a 
history-based test case prioritization method with the awareness of software version, it is mainly 
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based on the version of software. 
 
Qu et al [58] proposed an algorithm based on the information of test history and run-time to prioritize 
test cases in a black-box environment. When doing the regression testing, the algorithm can group all 
the reused test cases according to the revealed fault types to prioritize test cases dynamically.  
 
Some researchers have staged achievements on risk information in previous studies [38, 39], but the 
risk information is limitation. In this thesis, the most closely related studies are study [33] and study 
[34], they all mentioned history-based test prioritization technique and describe the principle this 
technique. However, they did not consider comparing and finding a suitable method to prioritize the 
test case based on history test execution. One of the major breakthroughs of this thesis is to find a 
suitable method to prioritize test cases. 
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4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

4.1 Research motivation 
Despite there are some studies introduce and evaluate some history-based test case prioritization 
methods, there is limited studies systematically introduce the methods together, and compare them. 
We want to build a guideline about history-based test case prioritization methods in testing process. 
Thus, in our thesis we would like do this research to list methods, identify the difference of the 
methods and compare the effectiveness of methods. Through our research, testers and developers can 
select a method to improve the effectiveness of the testing process. 
 

4.2 Aims and objectives 
Aim: We look for test case prioritization methods which can support the risk based testing, in which 
the test case execution history is employed as the key criterion of evaluation. For this research, we 
want to do an experiment to explore the test case prioritization in the software testing process, 
considering of the several methods that we find through literature review. 
 
Objective 1: To explore and summarize methods of test case prioritization based on test case history. 
Objective 2: To identify what are differences among test case prioritization methods. 
Objective 3: To execute the methods we summarized, and validate the effectiveness of the methods. 
 

4.3 Research questions  
According to Objective 1 and Objective 2, it is necessary to analyze test case prioritization methods 
which based on the test case execution history in deep, we should understand the goal and strategies 
of the methods, and figure out the differences among different methods. As a result, we come up with 
RQ1. Then, we want to achieve Objective 3. According to our related work, we find that there is a 
metric (APFD) can measure test case quality. Hence we use APFD to measure the effectiveness of test 
case prioritization methods. 
Follow Foss’s suggestion about how to formulate a good research question [40], we build our research 
questions as following 
 
RQ1: What methods exist for performing test case prioritization based on test case execution history? 
  RQ1.1: For each method, what is the main goal and what strategies are used to achieve the goal? 
  RQ1.2: What are differences among the methods? 
  
RQ2: What is the effectiveness of test-case prioritization methods? 
  RQ2.1: What are values of APFDs of the test suites after using the methods to prioritize the test 
cases? 

4.4 Research Design 
In Section 4.2 and 4.3, the authors of this thesis presented the research questions and relevant 
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objectives. In this section, the research methodology is carefully selected and prepared to design for 
addressing the research questions and solving the study objectives. 
Our research design will include multiple empirical research methods: a systematic literature review 
and an experiment. 
 
The systematic literature review will be conducted to gather relevant studies about test case 
prioritization method based test case execution history. After that, an experiment will be conducted to 
compare the feasible methods that extracted from the systematic literature review. 
 

4.4.1 Systematic literature review: 
To answer research question RQ1, and to achieve the first objective and the second objective, a 
systematic literature review will be conducted to gather studies. The reason for choosing a systematic 
literature review is that the systematic literature review is more methodical and thorough than 
Traditional Literature Review. During the systematic literature review, rigor and relevance of studies 
as quality assessment criteria will be evaluated.  
 
In our study, Survey is abandoned, for the results of survey are largely focused on the opinion of a 
target audience. But in our study, we don’t require the opinion of relevant workers instead we need 
the reliable information from the studies. 
 
Kitchenham guidelines [41] will be followed to perform the systematic literature review. The main 
purpose to perform a systematic literature review is to gather and evaluate and interpret as many 
relevant researches as possible to our research area, meanwhile ensure the review will be reliable, 
methodical, and repeatable. The threat of bias will be minimized by using a systematic literature 
review instead of a traditional literature review. The detailed steps on SLR are presented in the 
following Chapter 5.        

4.4.2 Experiment: 
As we have mentioned before, our research design will consist of two research methods: systematic 
literature review and experiment. The experiment will answer research question RQ2 and to achieve 
the third study objective. The experiment is followed by Wohlin guideline. The main reason for 
choosing an experiment is that the experiment can help evaluate software engineering techniques, it is 
an empirical method which test existing theories or new hypothesis so as to support or invalidate them 
under controlled conditions. Experiment can provide the comparison among different variables [42]. 
 
The reason for not choosing case study is that case study is usually descriptive or explanatory, 
establishing some criteria that help in exploration of underlying principles. Conducting a case study is 
more suitable for studies that are explorative and indefinite in nature [50], since our present thesis is 
defined to evaluate the effectiveness of the test case prioritization methods, case study does not fit in. 
       
For our experiment, the test history data from Mozilla is regarded as the input, and then we will 
evaluate the test case prioritization technique from the systematic literature review and analyze and 
compare the APFD of the techniques and also with the APFD of the original test case execution order. 
The details of the experiment can be found in Chapter 6.  
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5 SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW  

5.1 Theory and Methodology  

5.1.1 Objective 
Systematic Literature review is a method that synthesizes data and deploys evidence based approach 
in software engineering. The objective of performing the SLR is to 

● Collect information from the literatures to find the test case prioritization based on test case 
execution history. The information here is defined as any peer review of research, including 
conference articles, seminars, litigation and journal articles. 

● Summarize information to support guidelines for researchers and practitioners in the field. 
The reason for performing a systematic literature review is that the review will be repeatable, 
thorough, and methodical. Kitchenham guidelines [41] will be followed to perform the systematic 
literature review. And the following Figure 1 presents the overview of the SLR process: 
 

 
Figure	1	The	SLR	process 
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Research Questions: 
For the literature review conducted in study, we will mainly focus on methods for test case 
prioritization that based on the test execution history. On the one hand, we want to explore methods 
for test case prioritization based on test case execution history. On the other hand, we want to 
summarize steps and principles of how the methods execute the prioritization. 
 
We look for the literatures to answer two review questions: 

  
RQ1: What methods exist for performing test case prioritization based on test case execution 

history? 
The first research question is aimed at exploring test case prioritizations which based on the test case 
execution history. The method should introduce how to prioritize the test cases of a test suite during 
the testing. And the input of the method includes the data of execution history, such as the execution 
time, whether the test case failed or passed in the previous test run and so on.  

 
    RQ2: What are differences between the methods? 
To explore the differences between the methods, we have defined some dimensions to describe the 
difference. The difference of inputs, test levels, maturity levels and so on. We will make detail 
analysis through the data extracted from the literatures. 
  

5.1.2 Include/exclude criteria 
The selected materials for our SLR should follow those include and exclude criteria 

5.1.2.1 Inclusion criteria 
• Directly related or answer questions of our research questions; 
• The study is in English, and it has been published in peer-reviewed journal/magazine/online first 
publication or as part of the proceeding from a workshop or conference. 
• The study describes at least one type of history based test case methods. 
• The study must be accessible in full text. 
 

5.1.2.2 Exclusion criteria 
• External to Software Engineering 
• The language is not English 
• The study is published before the year 2000. 
• In form of a book and hard to complete reading the whole book 
• All duplicate studies are excluded.  
 
 

5.1.3 Search strategy  
Step1: Identify relevant venues and search engines (digital libraries) 
A venue is where studies can be published and retrieved. The relationship between venue and the 
search engines is that one venue can be located across several search engines, while one search engine 
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can host many venues. In our literature review, we want to choose reliable research engines to search 
for relevant studies.  
 
•Scopus(https://www.scopus.com/) 
•IEEE Xplore (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/) 
•ScienceDirect (http://www.sciencedirect.com) 
•ACM (http://dl.acm.org/) 
•Wiley (http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com) 
 
The following Table 1 is Publication venues with their respective hosting libraries, which is the main 
reason that we select our search engines. 
 

Table	1	Publication	venues	with	their	respective	hosting	libraries 

Name Type Hosting Library 

International Symposium on Empirical Software 
Engineering and Measurement  

Conference  •IEEE Xplore  
•ACM  

International Conference on Software and System 
Process 

Conference  •IEEE Xplore  
•ACM  

Euromicro Conference on Software Engineering and 
Advanced Applications 

Conference •IEEE Xplore  

International Conference on Software Engineering  Conference •IEEE Xplore  
•ACM  

IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering  Journal  •IEEE Xplore  

Software Testing Verification & Reliability Journal  •Wiley 

Journal of Systems and Software  Journal  •ScienceDirect 

International Conference on Software Testing, 
Verification and Validation  

Conference  •IEEE Xplore  

ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and 
Methodology 

Journal •ACM 

  
Step 2: Definition of search strings 
  
We have 2 review questions in this systematic literature review, and these questions contain the 
following key words: 
 

● Keywords related to the study domain (test* OR verif*) 
● Keywords related to the sub area in the domain (Prioritization) 
● Keywords related to the specified method (histor* OR past OR previous) 

 
 Prioritization AND (test* OR  verif* )  AND  ( histor*  OR  previous  OR  past )  
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In this step, we use “verif*” only instead of using both “verif*” and “valid*” as keywords. Because 
testing is a verification process in the software development cycle [3], verification is an internal 
process, it evaluates a software system whether or not compiles with the requirement or specification, 
validation assures that a system meets the needs of the identified stakeholders. 
 
Step 3: Performing the automated search 
 
In this step, the defined search strings are applied to search in the 5 search engines. The result is 
shown in Table 2. 
Zotero is used as the reference management tool for helping reference management, categorization of 
the studies and executing the selection process. And it is available for free. 
 
Snowball strategy 
Further to enhance the quality of the search, the authors of this thesis performed backward 
snowballing which new studies are identified by looking into the reference list. Snowballing is a non-
probabilistic sampling strategy which use the references to select articles. The principal reason for 
choosing snowballing along with the database search is that doing include and exclude process one 
time may not provide us with all the relevant studies. And the benefit of snowballing is that it can 
allow the researcher to find many some studies that are relevant to our research. The strategy is 
followed by the Wohlin Snowballing guidelines [51]. 
 

Table	2	Search	String	and	the	number	of	retrieved	studies 

Search 
Engine 

Search String No. of Retrieved Studies 

Scopus TITLE-ABS-KEY (prioritization  AND  ( test*  OR  
verif* )  AND  ( histor*  OR  previous  OR  past )) 
 

485 

IEEE Explore "Abstract":prioritization AND ("Abstract":test* OR 
"Abstract":verif*) AND ("Abstract":histor* OR 
"Abstract":past OR "Abstract":previous) 
 
"Document Title":prioritization AND ("Document 
Title":test* OR "Document Title":verif*) AND 
("Document Title":histor* OR "Document Title":past OR 
"Document Title":previous) 
 
 
 

84 

ScienceDirect TITLE-ABSTR-KEY(prioritization AND (test* OR 
verif* ) AND ( histor* OR previous OR past ) 

69 

ACM recordAbstract:(prioritization AND (test* OR verif* ) AND 
( histor* OR previous OR past )) 
 
acmdlTitle:(prioritization AND (test* OR verif* ) AND 

53 
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( histor* OR previous OR past ) 
 
 

Wiley  prioritization in Abstract AND (test OR verif*) in Abstract 
AND (histor* OR previous OR past) in Abstract 
 
prioritization in Article Titles AND (test OR verif*) in 
Abstract AND (histor* OR  

37 
 
 
 

 

5.1.4 Studies inclusion/exclusion process 
During this part, the inclusion/exclusion criteria is applied for the studies that we found through 
automated search. The purpose is to exclude the irrelevant and duplicate studies, and get the studies 
that useful for our research. 
The detailed process is as following: 
 

1. 728 Studies retrieved by the automated search and export the search result into Zotero. 
2. Remove 205 duplicates based on the title and author. 
3. Remove 498 irrelevant studies based on the name, title and abstract. 
4. Remove 5 studies not accessible in full text 
5. Remove 7 irrelevant studies based on full text content.  
6. Include 2 studies retrieved by manual search. 
7. Include 3 studies from backward snowballing.  

   
In the first step the automated search retrieved 728 studies from the search engines (Scopus: 485 IEEE 
Explore: 84 ScienceDirect: 69 ACM:53 Wiley:37). After using Zotero to remove duplicates at name 
and title, there are 523 studies left. After removing the irrelevant studies based on the name title 
abstract, there 25 studies left. 4 studies were excluded because they are inaccessible in full-text. After 
reading the full-text, 7 studies are excluded. There are 2 studies are retrieved by manual search. At last, 
there are 3 studies are included through backward snowballing. Total of 15 studies were finalized 
from the search process at the end. The details of the process are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure	2	Study	inclusion/exclusion	process 
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5.1.5 Study quality assessment checklists and procedures 
The quality assessment criteria used in this study are criteria for rigor and relevance, and the quality 
assessment criteria will be used to rate research quality in terms of rigor and relevance, but this 
criterion will not be used to exclude any research, even if it is to be considered low-quality research. 
 
In this part, we followed Gorschek’s guideline which presents a model for evaluating the rigor and 
industrial relevance of technology evaluations in software engineering [43] to assess the quality of 
studies.  The motivation is that the model is validated and scientific, and we are able to execute it. 
    
The quality process was executed by two authors of the thesis. After we reviewed the study, we 
discussed and gave score for each aspect. When there was an obvious disagreement about the score, 
we reviewed and discussed the paper again. 
   
In study [43], three aspects define the rigor of the study: context described, study design and 
validity discussion. The rigor aspect is scored with 3 levels, Weak, Medium and Strong which will 
be used for calculating the final value. Table 3 is Scoring rubrics of studies’ description for 
evaluating rigor. Table 4 is Rigor scoring of the studies’ description from the SLR. Table 5 is 
Scoring rubrics for relevance of the studies’ component. Table 6 is Relevance scoring of the 
thesis’s component from the SLR  
 
 

Table 3 Scoring rubrics of studies’ description for evaluating rigor [43] 

Aspect 
 

Strong description (1) Medium description 
(0.5) 
 

Weak description (0) 
 

Context 
described 
 

Readers can understand the 
context and compare it to 
another context. 
 

Readers can’t 
understand the context 
of the study and 
compare it to another 
context for the context 
of the study is performed 
in brief. 

There appears to be 
no description of 
the context. 

Study design 
described 

Readers can understand the 
described study design clearly 

The study design is 
briefly described 
 

There is no 
description of the 
design of the 
presented evaluation 
in the study. 

Validity 
discussed 

The validity of the evaluation is 
discussed in detail. Threats and 
measures to limit them are 
described in detail. 

The validity of the study 
is mentioned but not 
described in detail. 
 

There is no 
description of any 
validity threats of the 
evaluation. 

 
Context elements described in study [44] include object, product, tools, techniques, experience of 
subjects, size of the object, product and duration of the observation will be considered to evaluate the 
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context. There are 3 type of score, the context elements of studies will be scored as strong description 
(1), if more than one related context is missed, the studies will be scored Medium description (0.5), if 
no description of the context is described in the study, the score will be Weak description (0). 
 
To evaluate the study design, there are several elements as standard, such as subjects, treatments, 
sampling technique, measuring criteria.  If most of elements are described, the study will be scored as 
strong presentation (1). If most of the study design elements are missing or unexplained, the study 
will be scored as medium presentation (0.5). If no description of the design is presented, the score will 
be weak description (0). 
 
For scoring study validity, the study will be classified as strong description if internal and external 
validity are included, the score will be strong description (1). If some of the validity threats are 
ignored or present briefly, the score will be classified as medium description (0.5). If there is no 
validity threat analyzed in the study, the score will be 0 as weak description. 
 

Table 4 Rigor scoring of the studies’ description from the SLR 

Study Citation Key Content 
Description 

Study Design 
Description 

Validity Rigor Score  
(Total) 

[1] (R. Carlson, H. Do, and A. Denton, 
2011) 

1 1 1 3 

[2] (X. Zhao, Z. Wang, X. Fan, and Z. 
Wang, 2015) 

1 0.5 0 1.5 

[3] (D. Hao, X. Zhao, and L. Zhang, 
2013) 

1 0.5 1 2.5 

[4] (Y.-C. Huang, K.-L. Peng, and C.-Y. 
Huang,2012) 

1 1 1 3 

[5] (J.-M. Kim and A. Porter, 2002) 1 1 1 3 

[6] (S. Kim and J. Baik, 2010) 1 0.5 0 1.5 

[7] (T- B.Noor and H. Hemmat，2015) 1 1 0.5 2.5 

[8] (A.Khalilian,Mohammad A-A∗,Y-
Falizadeh, 2012) 

1 1.5 0 1.5 

[9] (H.Park, H.Ryu, Jongmoon Baik,  
2008) 

1 1 1 3 

[10] (Xiaolin Wang, Hongwei Zeng, 2016) 0.5 1 1 2.5 

[11] (Y.Fazlalizadeh, A.Khalilian, M.A. 
Azgomi, and S.Parsa, 2009) 

1 1 1 3 

[12] (M.Felderer, C. Haisjackl, R.Breu, 
J.Motz) 

1 1 1 3 
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[13] (H.Srikanth,Myra B. Cohen, 2011) 1 1 0 2 

[14] (Dusica Marijan, Arnaud Gotlieb, 
Sagar Sen, 2013) 

0.5 0.5 0. 1.5 

[15] (Paolo Tonella, Paolo Avesani, 
Angelo Susi, 2006) 

1 1 1 3 

 
 
 

 
Table 5 Scoring rubrics for relevance of the studies’ component [43] 

Aspect 
 

Contribute to relevance (1) 
 

Do not contribute to relevance (0) 
 

Subjects The subjects used in the evaluation are 
representative of the intended 
technologic users 

The subjects used in the evaluation 
are not representative of the 
envisioned technologic users. 
Subjects  
included on this level is given 
below: 
• Students 
• Researchers 
• Subject not mentioned 

Context The evaluation is performed in a setting 
representative of the intended usage 
setting 
 

The evaluation is performed in a 
laboratory situation or other setting 
instead representative of a real 
usage situation. 

Scale The scale of the applications used in the 
evaluation is of realistic size of scales. 
 

The evaluation is performed using 
applications of unrealistic size. 
Applications considered on this 
level is: 
• Down-scaled industrial 
• Toy example 

Research method 
 

The research method mentioned to be 
used in the evaluation is one that 
facilitates investigating real situations 
and that is relevant for practitioners. 
Research methods that are classified as 
contributing to relevance are listed 
below: 
• Action research  
•  Lessons learned  

The research method mentioned to 
be used in the evaluation does not 
lend itself to investigate real 
situations. Research methods 
classified as not contributing to 
relevance are listed below:  
• Conceptual analysis  
•Conceptual analysis/mathematical  
• Laboratory experiment (human 
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• Case study  
•  Field study  
• Interview  
• Descriptive/ exploratory survey  

subject)  
• Laboratory experiment (software)  
• Other  
• N/A  

  
We define four aspects which are the relevance, subjects, context, scale, and research method. If this 
aspect contributes to relevance we will give it 1 point, otherwise we will give it 0 point if the aspect 
doesn’t contribute to relevance. 
 
Subject is a main part of our research. In this part, it is used in the evaluation is representative of the 
intended users of the technology and it includes students, researchers and relevant staff. The subject is 
similar to case study, we can get more information from the relevant subject, however it is useless for 
us if the subject doesn’t contribute to relevance. 
 
We can see a strong connection between different articles with context, context mainly includes the 
research methods and the evaluation is performed in a setting representative of the intended usage 
setting. Also we can read clear from the context, the context should focus on some practical action, 
reasonable analysis and realistic scale, then we will refer the context, otherwise, we think it is invalid. 
 
The scale of research also plays an important role in our experience. We define different size of scale, 
it separates to three sizes: small, medium and large, and those three sizes also need clear quantitative 
to be defined. In our thesis, we want to prioritize a lot of test cases, and also want to find the similar 
literatures to learn. First we define the standard of the number of test cases, due to we can not find 
relevant data to introduce the standard from literature, according to daily test from experience testers, 
those testers write 20-25 test cases per day, then we discuss together and define the number of test 
cases between 0 and 100 as small, between 100 and 1000 as medium, between 1000 and 10000 as 
large, and over 10000 is unrealistic for our research. We can find a suitable literature quickly when we 
have a clear definition. And also the scale of the applications used in the evaluation should be realistic, 
we will be sure when it meets the standard. We can see which one has realistic scale or not quickly 
from the table. 
 
Our goal is to find methods for test case prioritization based on test case execution history, thus we 
should collect as many as possible literatures which have relevant method. In this part, it needs us to 
read all the literature, analyze and extract the methods, we will find that some of literature just has 
conceptual analysis, mathematical or hypothesis, but without actual research, then this literature will 
be defined as not relevant, and some literature only have laboratory experiment on human subject or 
software also will be defined as not relevant, because those laboratory experiment just as a hypothesis 
but not realistic. The literature has relevant research methods is good which includes clear steps, 
analysis of experience or descriptive survey, then we will learn and adopt this literature. 
 

Table 6 Relevance scoring of the thesis’s component from the SLR 
Study Temp Citation Key Subjects Context Scale Research 

Method 
Relevance 
Score (Total) 

[1] (R. Carlson, H. Do, and A. Denton, 2011) 1 1 1 1 4 

[2] (X. Zhao, Z. Wang, X. Fan, and Z. Wang, 1 1 0 0 2 
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2015) 

[3] (D. Hao, X. Zhao, and L. Zhang, 2013) 1 1 1 1 4 

[4] (Y.-C. Huang, K.-L. Peng, and C.-Y. 
Huang,2012) 

1 1 1 0 3 

[5] (J.-M. Kim and A. Porter, 2002) 1 1 1 1 4 

[6] (S. Kim and J. Baik, 2010) 1 1 1 1 4 

[7] (T-B.Noor and H. Hemmat，2015) 1 1 0 1 3 

[8] (A.Khalilian,Mohammad A-A∗,Y-
Falizadeh, 2012) 

1 1 1 1 4 

[9] (H.Park, H.Ryu, Jongmoon Baik,  2008) 1 0 0 1 2 

[10] (Xiaolin Wang, Hongwei Zeng, 2016) 0 1 0 1 2 

[11] (Y.Fazlalizadeh, A.Khalilian, M.A. 
Azgomi, and S.Parsa, 2009) 

1 1 1 1 4 

[12] (M.Felderer, C. Haisjackl, R.Breu, J.Motz) 1 1 1 1 4 

[13] (H.Srikanth,Myra B. Cohen,  2011) 1 1 0 1 3 

[14] (Dusica Marijan, Arnaud Gotlieb, Sagar 
Sen, 2013) 

1 0 1 0 2 

[15] (Paolo Tonella, Paolo Avesani, Angelo 
Susi, 2006) 

1 1 0 1 3 

 

5.1.6 Data extraction  
The objective of performing data extraction is to record the information of the selected studies. So, the 
data extraction form is designed in a way to help us address the research questions. During this part, 
to ensure the quality of the process, the two authors of this thesis will read and extract the data from 
studies independently, and then discuss together to decrease the risk of manual mistake. Each author 
will peer review the other author's work. Table of design of data extraction forms, attributes is as 
following Table 7: 
 

Table	7	Design	of	data	extraction	forms,	attributes 
Attributes and sub attributes to be extracted 

Meta information ● Title 
● Author 
● Published year 
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● Conferences/ Journals 
Quality assessment, Aspects characterizing rigor and 
industrial relevance of the studies 

● Context description 
● Study design description 
● Validity discussion 
● Subjects 
● Context/setting 
● Scale 
● Research method 

Test case prioritization method evaluated ● Name of method 
● Input of the method  
● The tool used in the method 
● The detailed step of strategies 
● Validation of the methods 
● Test level of methods 
● Testing type 

5.1.7 Data Synthesis strategy 
Data synthesis includes collating and summarizing the results of the included primary studies. 
Descriptive synthesis will be used in our research, which providing narrative description and ordering 
of primary evidence with commentary and interpretation. After collating, the data extraction form can 
help us answer the Research Question 1 and Research Question 2 from different aspects. 
 
Based on the extracted meta information, we use a table or figure to present the data synthesis of 
published year of literatures and Conference/Journals of literatures. It can give basic information of 
literatures. 
 
Through quality assessment of the literatures, we score the literatures in term of rigor and relevance. 
We categorize the literatures into 4 categorizations based on high or low rigor/relevance of the 
literatures.  
 
We define a "Maturity" categorization for how ready for use these prioritization techniques are after 
we read the full text the studies. The maturity of the methods are different, Some methods are idea 
proposal that briefly present the simple principle of method, an improved assumption or a case study 
that how the method works in the industrial and so on. Some methods contain the core algorithm 
and/or pseudo-code that can present how the method works. Some methods contain the detailed steps 
of how the method implemented that we can just follow it to get a reliable result. Some methods 
depend on the extra tool support.  
 
For our literature search, we search literatures which about the test case prioritization based on history. 
For the output, most of the methods could be similar, it could be the prioritized test case list. But the 
input of the methods could be different. As we known that, the history test run data is the core input 
which support methods, after each test run, there are many kinds of history data recorded, such as test 
case execution time, status of test case, the defect occur and so on. Meanwhile some methods require 
some other data to support the execution like the priority of test case, code coverage, test case 
execution time. As input is the critical part of the method, there are different kinds of inputs are 
mentioned in the literatures, and we extract them with explanation. For different inputs occur in 
different literatures, we use a table to present them. The result is shown in Section 5.3.1 
 
"Validation of studies" is also considered based on the data. For most of research methodology of the 
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studies are case study and experiment. We want to compare the validation of the methods. First, we 
will make a brief analysis of each literature about whether the method in the literature has been 
validated, and how is method validated and then make a synthesis of our analysis. Meanwhile, we 
focus "Test Level" the method mentioned in the literatures apply for. We synthesize the type of 
testing the method according to.  

5.1.8 Validity threats  
While performing the SLR, there are some validity threats that could occur. To ensure the quality of 
SLR, the validity threats need to be solved. In this part, the threats will be analyzed and narrowed 
down by using the validity categories by Wohlin study [45]. 
 

5.1.8.1 Internal validity  
While performing our search, the internal validity of the study can be one of the major threats for the 
study. The threat can be narrowed down by forming some processes such as formulating good search 
strings. 
 
The keywords for search string were carefully formulated with the help of the BTH librarian. Then we 
conducted a database search which contains searching in 5 reliable databases and the literatures which 
are relevant are gathered. Due to the 5 reliable databases don’t contain all the resources in this 
research field, the limitation is that we don’t know if we find all the history-based test case 
prioritization methods. But we try to do the following steps well. 
 
The inclusion and exclusion criteria is applied, the irrelevant studies are excluded. In order to better 
enhance the quality of the search and minimize the risk of missing relevant studies, backward 
snowballing was performed to acquire maximum literature in the research area. Then, the quality 
criteria was defined to assess the studies that acquired from databases. As a result, the threat of 
publication of bias is reduced. 
 

5.1.8.2 External validity  
The first of external validity is the research performs generality and the conclusions also generality, 
we can not capture reasonable resources, however, we have already taken practical action to minimize 
the effect of this threat, such as relevance scoring of the studies retrieved and scoring rubric for 
evaluating rigor from the SLR.  
 
In order to further enhance the quality of the search and minimizing the threat of missing relevant 
articles, backward snowballing was also utilized which includes browsing through the reference list of 
selected primary studies to identify further relevant studies. Totally, 3 more studies found with the 
help of backward snowballing technique. 

5.1.8.3 Construct validity  
Construct validity refers to the availability of the confounding factors and whether the study satisfied 
the intended objectives and aims. One of the major concerns in the thesis is that it focuses on 
exploring the literatures about the history-based test case prioritization. In order to minimize the 
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impact of construct validity threat, we identify a good start set which followed by Wohlin guidelines 
[51]. 

5.1.8.4 Conclusion validity 
Conclusion validity refers to threats that affect the ability to draw correct conclusions from the study. 
The potential conclusion validity threat is the reliability of the data extraction strategy. In order to 
minimize this risk, data extraction properties are designed focusing on research questions to extract 
the right set of properties from the literatures. 

 

5.2 Result and analysis of SLR 

5.2.1 Conferences/ Journals of the selected literatures 
15 literatures were identified for the systematic literature review. 
 
And the following Table 8 shows the Conferences/ Journals of the selected papers. 
 

Table	8	Conferences/Journals	of	the	selected	literatures 

Study Conferences/ Journals of the literature 

[1] Software Maintenance (ICSM) 

[2] Computer Software and Applications Conference (COMPSAC) 

[3] Computer Software and Applications Conference (COMPSAC) 

[4] Journal of Systems and Software 

[5] Proceedings of the 24th international conference on software engineering 

[6] Proceedings of  ACM-IEEE International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering 
and Measurement 

[7] Software Reliability Engineering(ISSRE) 

[8] Science of Computer Programming 

[9] Secure System Integrate on and Reliability Improvement.  

[10] Continuous Software Evolution and Delivery (CSED) 

[11] Conference on Tests and Proofs 

[12] International Conference on Software Quality  

[13] Software Maintenance (ICSM) 

[14] Software Maintenance (ICSM) 

[15] Software Maintenance (ICSM) 
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5.2.2 Publication Years  
The publication years of the studies are from 2002 till 2016. As this is new research area and we were 
not able to find too many relevant articles earlier that 2002. The graph below shows that the first 
relevant study that we selected was in 2002. Much more work in this field began after 2011.  
 

 
Figure	3	Publication	years	of	literatures 

 

5.2.3 State of rigor and relevance in relevant research 
In order to check whether or not the result of studies is trustworthy, all the selected studies are rated in 
grid formation based on rigor and relevance scale. The following Figure 4 presents the rigor and 
relevance with respect to four categories, high-rigor high-relevance (category A), high-rigor low-
relevance (category B), low-rigor high-relevance (category C) and low-rigor low-relevance (category 
D)  
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Figure	4	Bubble	chart	showing	the	number	of	studies	based	on	their	rigor	and	relevance	score 

 

High rigor, High relevance  
As the figure shows that 7 studies [1][3][4][5][7] [11][12] out of 15 (46.7%) falls in category A, for 
the number of studies can act as a solid empirical basis for research. 
 

High rigor, Low relevance  
2 Studies [9] [10] falls in category B, which suggests that studies have explained the content well, 
while the method used but did not explain whether or not the results are applicable and reliable to 
industry environment. 
 
Low rigor, High relevance 
3 Studies [6] [18] [14] falls in category C. It implies that although these studies are contributing to 
industry relevance, given lack of study context, study design, validity threats details; it is hard to 
aggregate results. 
 

Low rigor, Low relevance 
3 Studies [2] [13] [15] falls in category D which accounted for 20 of all the studies. However, not all 
of the results of these studies can be used to make conclusive statements, as they are located in the 
low rigor and relevance scoring quadrant. Therefore, the results are less trustworthy. 
 
In the part, we still remain those studies which are in low rigor or low relevance, there are two main 
reasons: First, they belong to 15 relevant literatures which we integrate all literatures finally, second, 
the result of rigor and relevance just regards as a guideline for other researcher, it’s more convenience 
to know the detail of those literature. 
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5.2.4 Summaries of the test case prioritization from the literatures 

Carlson et al. [1] present a method named Prioritization with Clustering which helps improve the test 
case prioritization. The method contains two parts. Firstly, clustering test cases by retrieving code 
coverage and test case information from the version control system. Secondly, based on using 
clustered test cases, they prioritize test cases based on software metrics they consider (includes fault 
history information). And through an industrial case study, the result shows that this technique can 
improve the effectiveness of test case prioritization. 
 
Zhao et al. [2] present Clustering – Bayesian Network Based Approach. In some ways, it is similar to 
the method [1], for both methods have to cluster test cases, and then bases on several kinds of history 
information to prioritize the clustered test cases. As a result, a prioritized test case order is generated. 
What is improved is that this method contains building Bayesian Network  
 
Dan et al. [3] present Adaptive test case prioritization which can determines the execution order of 
test case. It is a method that requires the priority of the test case and the status of test case(passed or 
failed). Based on these two input, a Priority value is calculated which represents the priority of each 
test case and influence the prioritization. 
 
Yu et al. [4] present History-based cost-cognizant test case prioritization technique in regression 
testing. It is a kind of complex method that require a great deal of test case information. It acquire 
historical information from Historical Information Repository and then using Genetic Algorithm to 
produce an order. After each test run, the execution results are stored in Historical Information 
Repository. 
 
Jung et.al [5] present Historical fault detection effectiveness prioritization. It is a method that mainly 
based on test case’s execution history or its fault detection. As the formula shown in the study, the 
never or older executed test case and failed test cases have higher priority. 
 
Sejun et.al [6] present Fault Aware Test Case Prioritization (FATCP), it is a method that incorporate 
a fault localization technique with the prior coverage-based test case prioritization. FATCP considers 
information of historical fault and the coverage of the program to prioritize test cases. The ratio of 
failed or passed of sub-test cases is calculated and considered to prioritize the test suite. 
 
Hadi Hemmati et.al [7] present Similarity-based test quality metric which mainly traces the execution 
of the current releases’ modified tests and the previously failed test. First, we need to execution traces 
which includes the sequence of method calls need to be checked from all of the previously failed tests, 
and next, the sequences of method calls also need to be collected from the modified tests in the 
current version, then, similarity-based test quality metric is used to determine the similarity between 
the execution traces of the previously failed tests and the modified tests in the current version. Mainly 
using hamming distance(HD) which is a basic edit-distance, the edit-distance records the number of 
edit operations (substitutions, insertions and deletions) between the first sequence and second 
sequence, and hamming is only suited for the same length inputs, the value of hamming distance 
means there are many high similarity parts between previous failing tests and modified tests. 
 
Alireza Khalilian et.al [8] show Improved history-based prioritization technique, as we all know 
Kim and Porter define the history-based test case prioritization, the probability of the last and 
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previous test case can influence the probability of the current test case through changing α. The 
execution of historical test case is used to change the probability of selection test case at a current 
testing session. 
 
Hyuncheol Park et.al [9], Yalda Fazlalizadehv [11], Michael Felderer [12] and Dusica Marijan [14] all 
mention the Historical fault detection effectiveness prioritization, it proves that previous test cases 
are still valuable, and is good at prioritizing the test cases which across the whole lifetime of the 
software development process. 
 
Xiaolin Wang et.al [10] present that History-Based Dynamic Test Case Prioritization which is 
initialized based on requirement priorities, and calculated dynamically based on the historical data in 
testing.It mainly includes three parts, firstly, depends on the requirement classification and importance, 
they define the initialization rule, then they propose a new approach from history-based test case 
prioritization which based on the history of fault detection, and use the initialization variables to 
define a prioritization  algorithms, also considering the time constraint in the process of testing, all of 
those works aim to improve the efficiency of regression testing. 
 
Hema Srikanth et.al [13] present Software service model which service failure use cases as abstract 
events, then analyzing the failure scenarios to find which part of use case lead to a lot of failures,  and 
finding the use case which are presented in the failed scenarios, next identifying the temporal 
constraints and selecting coverage criterion, and generate sequence of those field failures provide a 
broad use case coverage for testing, finally the process transforms the sequence of abstract event back 
to concrete events and runs those events on the software.  
 
Paolo Tonella et.al [15] show Case based ranking(CBR), CBR compares with the pairwise of test 
case which elicits relative priority information from the user. In the iterative process, CBR will 
integrate user input as multiple prioritization indexes, and then refining the order of test case 
successively. 
 

5.2.5 	Maturity categorization of the literatures 
In this part, the result of "maturity" categorization of literatures is shown in Table 9. 
  

Table	9	"maturity"	categorization	of	literatures 

Category Studies 

Idea proposal, but no algorithm [1][2][13] 

The Core Algorithm and/or pseudo-code 
available 

[4][5][6][8][9][10][11][12][14][15] 

Detailed Steps available [3][6][7][8][9][10][11] 

Depend on Extra Tool implemented  [1][2][5][11][14] 
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5.3 The difference between the methods 
In this section, we analyze the literatures regarding the various test case prioritization methods that 
based on the history and make comparison among methods. 
 

5.3.1 Different kinds of input of methods: 
Before we synthesis the data, we would like to introduce the input briefly as following: 
 
Statement coverage information: It is a commonly used test quality metric, Generally, Line of Codes 
(LOC) is the main part of code coverage which includes the code, comments count, blank lines count,  
lines with braces count . Many exiting test tools want to generate test cases that cover 100% of the 
code, and high coverage always means a good quality for test cases [7]. 
Code coverage of the changed parts:  the source code is modified from the previous version in 
regression testing, thus, in order to get a high coverage in the change part to make sure the regression 
testing is properly [7]. 
Size of test: It refers to the number of assertions in the regression testing, and it can measure the 
number of verifications directly which applied by the test cases.  
Status of test case: it refers that whether the test case passed or failed in the previous test run 
Defect information: when a test case is failed, the defect will be recorded, usually it could be a defect 
number.  
Priority of test case: Priority refers that If you have lots of Test Cases but limited time to run then you 
clearly need to put them in some priority order to ensure you run the 'Most Important Tests'. It is 
usually defined as Low, Medium, High which is accessible from the previous test run. 
Test case execution time: It refers to when was the test case executed last time. 
 
The following Table 10 is the synthesis of different input of the studies. 
 

Table	10	Differences	of	input	among	studies 

 Statement 
coverage 
information 

Code coverage 
of the changed 
parts 

Size of test Status of 
test case 

Defect 
information 

Priority of 
test case 

Test case 
execution 
time 

[1] √    √   

[2] √ √   √   

[3]    √  √ √ 

[4]  √ √  √   

[5]    √   √ 

[6] √   √ √   
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[7]  √ √  √   

[8]    √ √  √ 

[9]    √ √  √ 

[10]    √ √  √ 

[11]    √ √  √ 

[12] √   √ √   

[13]     √ √  

[14]    √   √ 

[15]    √ √  √ 

 
 
 
Figure 5 is the visualization of a systematic map in the form of a bubble plot based on the different 
inputs and maturity categorization of the literatures 
 

 
	

Figure	5	A	systematic	map	of	different	inputs	and	different	maturity	of	methods 
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5.3.2 Validation of the literatures 
In Study [1], the author executed an experiment focus on two treatments for test case prioritization. 
One is test case prioritization with clustering, and the other is the test case prioritization without 
clustering, and then under the same environment to compare the no of missed faults. As the result 
shown, Clustering can help improve prioritization for the missed faults are fewer. 
 
In Study [2], the author conducted an experiment about comparing the proposed Clustering – BN 
based approach with other four approaches and the result shows that technique CBN performs better 
than the other four techniques. 
 
In Study [3], the author conducted an experiment to explore the best choice of q in the Adaptive 
Approach. After comparing the experiment result of different kinds of q value, the author found the 
most promising q value is 0.2. 
 
In Study [4] There is no relevant validation in the study.  
 
In Study [5], the author conducted a large-scale experiment for Historical fault detection effectiveness 
prioritization with many other prioritization methods like Random prioritization, Optimal 
prioritization, Total function coverage prioritization and so on. By comparing the APFD value of 
techniques for test program, the method performs in the front part. 
 
In Study [6] is compared with statement coverage prioritization through calculated APFD value of 
several test suites. As a result, FATCP performs better than other existing low level coverage-based 
prioritization methods in terms of the rate of the fault detection. 
 
In Study [7], the author conducted several experiments with five open source software systems which 
include real faults, to evaluate the effectiveness of these quality metrics. And they prove the 
similarity-based test quality metric is significantly more effective for prioritizing test cases compared 
to existing test case quality measures. 
 
In Study [8], the authors propose an improved method which based on historical-based test case 
prioritization, they present a new prioritization equation with variable coefficients gained. And they 
compared the proposed method and the method proposed by Kim and Porter, the experimental results 
shows the proposed method is more effective in accelerating the rate of fault detection. 
 
In Study [9], the author proposes the Historical Value-Based Approach that is based historical data, 
they use this approach to estimate the fault severity for cost-cognizant test case prioritization and the 
cost. They validated the proposed approach through controlling experiment, the results shows that can 
improve the Average Percentage of Fault Detected per Cost. 
 
In Study [10], the author proposes a method to prioritize test cases based on historical data. In the 
testing process, requirement is a significant factor, the test case’s priority are initialized based on the  
requirement’s priority in this approach, and then calculating dynamically historical test case in 
regression testing. they use Average Percentage of Fault Detection and Fault Detection Rate to 
measure their method. 
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In Study [11], the paper presents a new approach for prioritization which based on historical test case 
data, those data consider resource and time constraints. This approach is used in Siemens suite and 
Space program, the result shows this new approach is effective in terms of faster fault detection. 
 
In Study [12], This paper defines a model-based risk assessment procedure which integrates risk 
assessment through static analyzing, guided manual risk assessment and semi-automatic risk 
assessment. The risk of software system development artifacts can determine probability and impact 
in the process, and the risk values are assigned to provide a prioritization of test case. In the risk-based 
testing methodology, the risk assessment supports to optimize assigning limited the test time and the 
budget. And their process of risk assessment into a generic risk-based testing methodology.  
     
In Study [13], The author highlights the failed use cases which can be regarded as abstract events, and 
then using those events to create scenarios to cover the context. and using the result of the failed test 
scenarios as the basic prioritization in subsequent versions. However, it is not suited for our 
experiment, because it needs to create concrete scenario and run the scenario on their software. 
 
In study [14], the author defines a risk measure which assign a risk factor to a test case and the 
similarity which based on the execution traces of the test cases, and they compare their measure and 
traditional risk measure, the result shows their measure is more effective in identifying failing test 
cases. 
 
In Study [15], the author conducted an experiment to improve the existing methods by adding 
information captured from the user, also mentioned the machine learning algorithm to get a ranking 
function, it can obtain a suitable suite size and allow to explore the space of test case. However this 
method is not suited for our experiment, it will give user some control, we don’t have this element, 
and the algorithm needs priority relations on test cases. 
The synthesis of our analysis is shown in Table 11 
 

Table	11	The	validation	of	the	literatures 

No validation Validation of the method itself Validation through comparing with 
other methods 

[4]  [3] [7] [11] [13] [15] [1] [2] [5] [6] [8] [9] [10] [12] [14] 

 

5.3.3 Different test level of the methods mentioned in the studies 
As we know that, there are four levels of software testing [46]: 
Unit testing: A level where individual units/components of a software/system are tested. 
System testing: A level where individual units are combined and tested as a group. 
Integration testing: A level where a complete, integrated system/software is tested. 
Acceptance testing: A level where a system is tested for acceptability. 
 
The result of the type of test levels of studies in shown in Table 12. 
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Table	12	The	type	of	test	levels	of	studies 

Type of test level Study 

System testing [2] [3] [5] [10] [15] 

Unit testing [4] [7] [8] [9] [11] [13] [14] 

Integration testing [12] 

Acceptance testing - 

Not mentioned [1] [6] 

5.3.4 Manual Testing Or Automated Testing 
Automated testing: 
Automated testing can automatically run some repetitive but necessary tasks in a formalized testing 
process already in place, what is more, it can perform some additional testing which would be 
difficult to do manually [52] [53]. 
Manual testing: 
A process of manually testing software for defects which requires testers to play the role of end users 
whereby they use most of the application's features to ensure correct behavior [53].  
 
And the following Table 13 is our result:  
 

Table	13	The	type	of	Testing	of	studies 

Manual Testing Automated testing Not Mentioned 

[6] [14] [7] [12] [1][2] [3] [4] [5] [8] [9] [10] 
[11] [15] 

 

5.3.5 Select the executable studies for our experiment and Reason 
for abandon studies 
When we consider about compare the performance among the methods and selecting the methods for 
deeper research, we define the techniques should satisfy the following criteria.  

1. The technique’s steps are described in detail and executable. 
2. There is limited validation for the technique in the previous studies. 
3. Our Mozilla test history experiment data satisfies the demand of inputs of the method. (For 

our experiment data includes Case ID, Title, Defects, Precondition, Priority, Run ID, Status, 
Steps, Test on, Version, Type, Run configuration)  

In the following part, we explain why we didn’t select some methods in the studies for our experiment: 
For studies [1][2], they are both idea proposal and require test case clustering based code coverage 
which is not accessible. 
In study [4], the core algorithm is provided by the author, but it also requires coverage of each test 
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case in the test suite. 
For study [5], although the required data could be satisfied and the pseudocodes are presented in the 
study, the detailed step is not clear. And it mainly requires a Historical Information Repository which 
store quite large number of information.  
Study [6] presents the core algorithm which could based on the previous runs’ test execution time or 
the status of test case. But the algorithm is not clearly considered in different conditions, and may get 
a wrong output. 
For these studies which include study [8][9][10][11][12], they all use Historical fault detection 
effectiveness prioritization that we have also mentioned in study[5], therefore, we will not spend more 
time validating those studies.  
And in study [14], the author just mentioned the historical-based test case prioritization and explained 
how this method help us to introduce a similarity-based risk measure. They didn’t introduce the main 
steps for this method and we don’t know how to use it. 
We select the following two methods: 
For study [3], Adaptive test-case prioritization is presented with detail steps. Test on, Priority, and the 
status of test case are available in Mozilla data. We would like to use Priority and Test execution time 
to identity the initial potential of test cases. 
For study [7], the core algorithm and steps are available, Similarity-based test quality metric is to 
compare the similarity of test traces. We make an adjustment to compare the similarity of test steps 
which is available in Mozilla data. 
 
As a result, we select the method Adaptive test-case prioritization [3] and Similarity-based 
test quality metric [7] as our experiment methods. When we do the experiment, we will make 
some adjustment to execute the method, but the core idea of the method doesn’t change 
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6 Experiment 
In this section, we describe the experiment followed in the study.  
The experiment in software engineering is an empirical inquiry that manipulate a factor or variable in 
the research setting. Based on randomization, different treatment methods are applied to or affected by 
different subjects, while keeping other variables constant, and measuring the effect of outcome 
variables. In human-oriented experiments, we can apply different treatments to objects and in the 
technology oriented experiment, different techniques are applied to different objects. 
 
First, the research goals along with the Research questions and objectives are described. After that a 
detailed description of the experiment design is presented. In this part, the experiment is followed by 
Wohlin guideline [42]. 
  

6.1 Goal definition 
The experiment is a good method for software engineering students or the practicing software 
engineering professional who will be able to  

1. Evaluate software engineering techniques. 
2. Determine the value of claims made about software engineering technique or process in 

published studies. 
 

In our study, the experiment was motivated by a need to further validate the test case prioritization 
methods that we extracted from the studies. 
In this experiment, we focus on the test case prioritization output and compare the output through 
Average Percentage of Faults Detected (APFD).   
 
- Objects of study:  The two prioritization methods: Adaptive test-case prioritization and Similarity-
based test quality metric and non-prioritization as experiment control.  
- Purpose: To compare the two test case prioritization methods which can perform a better test case 
result. 
- Quality focus: The prioritize test case list is the focus and APFD is used to measure the 
performance. 
- Perspective: The experimental results are interpreted from the two authors of this thesis’ view.  
- Context: The experiment which includes 17 test suites is executed by two authors of this thesis.  
 

6.2 Research questions and hypothesis formulation 
Our main Research Question 2 is  What is the effectiveness of test-case prioritization methods? 

 
RQ2.1: What are APFDs of the test suites after using the methods to prioritize the test cases? 
 
For both methods can output a prioritized test case list, we can measure APFD value for the result. 
And we also calculate APFD of the non-prioritization as experiment control. 
Hypothesis formulation: 
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Hypothesis(H0)：The null hypothesis is that the APFD means of three results(Adaptive test-case 
prioritization. Similarity-based test quality metric and non-prioritization) are equal. 
H0: APFD m1  = APFD m2  = APFD non-prioritization 

Alternative Hypothesis: 
H1: APFD m1  > APFD m2  = APFD non-prioritization 

H2: APFD m1  > APFD m2  > APFD non-prioritization 

… 
Hn-1 :APFD non-prioritization >APFD m1   > APFD m2   
 

6.3 Experiment Setup 

6.3.1 Prioritization techniques 
In our empirical experiments, we compare the two methods that we selected from our systematic 
literature review. 
The Method 1 is Adaptive test-case prioritization.  
The Method 2 is Similarity-based test quality metric. 
The two methods are introduced in Section 5.2.2. 
 

6.3.2 Selection of experiment data  
The data that we use for our experiment is from Mozilla.   
Our supervisor helped us contact with the Mozilla database manager and got the test execution data of 
test suites. 
The data contains various kinds of historical data which could be used as the input of different 
methods. For each test run, it contains the data as the following Table 14 shown: 
When we select the historical data for our experiment, we would like to choose test suites that have 
defects so that we can calculate APFD value to compare the two methods. 
 

Table	14	The	useful	data	that	contained	in	the	Mozilla	data 

Type Description Example 

Case ID Every test case has its own ID for identify. C13173 

Defects If the test case has a defect,  each defect will be 
recorded as a unique number. 

1344444 

Priority To classify the priority of the test case, it divides 
into 3 level:  Low, Medium, High 

Low 

Test Run ID Each test case is run in a test run. The test run ID 
is recorded. 

R3355 

Status It means the status of test case in the test run 
including Passed, Failed ,Untested or Blocked 

Passed 

Steps It refers to the details of the test execution steps. 1.Open Firefox target version Expected Result: An 
out of date notification bar is displayed under the 
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address bar instructing the user to update 

Tested on It means that when does the test case executed. 3/30/2017 3:04 PM 

 

6.3.3 Measurement  
For this part, we find a lot of articles which introduce the method to measure different test case 
prioritization techniques, Average percentage of faults detected (APFD) metric is selected after we 
compare many metrics. 
 
APFD is introduced by Rothermel et al [54] which defined as the average of the percentage of faults 
detected during the life of the test suite, it can not directly measure the rate of fault detection, but it 
can measure the ability of different prioritization techniques and improve the rate of fault detection of 
test suites. The value of APFD is between 0 and 1, and the equation of the APFD for test suite T: 

APFD =1 − #$%&#$'&...#$)
*×,

+ .
/×*

  
 
T refers to The test suite under evaluation;  
m refers to the number of faults contained in the program under test P; 
n refers to the total number of test cases;   
TFi refers to the position of the first test in T that exposes fault i. 
From the formula of APFD, it can be calculated when the priority of faults is available, and the value 
of APFD is only used for evaluation, also the high value of APFD represents better fault detection 
rates [28]. 

6.3.4 Variables Section 
As the goal defined, we need to evaluate the effectiveness of the test case prioritization methods. 
Hence the independent variables in the experiment are the test suites and test case prioritization 
methods. The dependent variable in the experiment is the effectiveness which we use APFD to 
measure. Furthermore, to ensure the quality of experiment, the same test suite is used for each 
treatments.  

6.4 Experiment design 
 

 
Figure	6	Experiment	flow	chart 
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The experimental design of this thesis is based on one factor with two treatments. The factor is the 
industrial test history data, while the treatments are Test case priority method 1: Adaptive Test-Case 
Prioritization and method 2: Similarity-based test quality metric. 
Before the experiment, we dealt with the test history data which is stored in database, we extracted the 
necessary data as Table 14 shown. Then we applied the methods combining with the data. 
 
 The following artifacts are provided in the experiment session:  
-A prioritized test case order a by method Adaptive Test-Case Prioritization 
-A prioritized test case order b by method Similarity-based test quality metric 
-The APFD value of prioritized order in test suite X 
-A statistical comparison of APFD value of method 1, method 2 and non-prioritization. 
 
 
 

Table	15	An	example	of	collected	data	for	Method	1 
 

Case ID Defects Priority Status Tested On Potential'(s)[0,1]  p or q Potential(s) 
C13173 1344444 Medium Failed 3/30/2017 3:04 PM 0.56 0.8 0.448 

C13149 1350442 Medium Failed 3/31/2017 10:00 AM 0.55 0.8 0.44 

C13176  Medium Passed 3/29/2017 2:02 PM 0.6 0.2 0.12 

C13133  Medium Passed 3/29/2017 2:40 PM 0.59 0.2 0.118 

C13138  Medium Passed 3/29/2017 3:14 PM 0.58 0.2 0.116 

C13171  Medium Passed 3/29/2017 3:23 PM 0.57 0.2 0.114 

 
Adaptive Test-Case Prioritization: 
For Method 1, to perform prioritization, the selected data is shown as the Table 15. 
According to study [3], potential'(s), p or q , potential(s) need to be identified. 
potential'(s): is based on the data of “Priority ”and “Tested on” 
If the “Priority” is High, the initial potential'(s) is 1 
If the “Priority” is Medium, the initial potential'(s) is 0.6 
If the “Priority” is Low,  the initial potential'(s) is 0.3 
 
While there are many same “Priority” test cases, we would like to make difference of the value of  
potential'(s) based on “Tested on”. The earliest executed test case has the initial potential'(s), and the 
later executed test case will each reduce 0.01.  For example,  
Test case A is Medium Priority, and test on 3/30/2017 3:04 PM, 
Test case B is Medium Priority and test on 3/29/2017 3:23 PM.  
So the potential'(s) of Test Case A is 0.6 while potential'(s) of Test case B is 0.59. 
p or q refers to the status of the test case. If failed or blocked, the value is 0.8, if passed, the value is 
0.2. And for the untested test case, we regard it as 1 for it has high priority. 
 
Potential(s) is calculated by potential'(s) multiply by p or q, which regarded as the final value, the 
priority is higher when the value is higher.  
 
For a to-be-prioritized test suite, potential(s) of each test case can be calculated, and order test cases 
based on potential(s) in descending order.  
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Similarity-based test quality metric: 
For Method 2, the selected data is shown in Table 17. The database in shown in Table 16. 
The original method introduced in study [7]: to-be-prioritized test cases’ test trace will be compared 
with the test trace of failed test traces. Hamming distance [47] can be used to calculate the similarity. 
The low hamming distance value of a test case means that it has high similarity with the previous 
failing tests, as a result, it has higher priority. 
 
In our experiment, we would like to calculate the similarity of the content of test case steps. 
To perform prioritization, our control technique requires the data: failed test case steps. And we create 
a new document which regarded as the database for the implementation of the method 2. 
An example of database is shown as the following Table 6.3. 
 
The core part of the method is to compare the similarity between two steps (“Steps”of a to-be-
prioritized test case and “Steps”of failed test cases).  
 
The similarity comparison algorithm is following the Hamming distance algorithm. Hamming 
Distance (HD) is a widely used distance function, which is a basic edit-distance. The edit-distance 
between two sequences is defined as the minimum number of edit-operating steps needed to transform 
the first sequence into the second [47]. 
The principle of the algorithm and a sample: 
1. Extract the data of steps: 
steps of TC1:  "Open Firefox and download video. "   
steps of TC2:  "Open Firefox and play music.  " 
 
2.Extract the words of TC1 and TC2 as a dictionary:  
Term [Open, Firefox, and, download, video, play, music]  
 
3. Calculate the vector of steps of TC1 and TC2:  
Vector 1[1,1,1,1,1,0,0] 
Vector 2[1,1,1,0,0,1,1] 
 
4. Calculate the HD between Vector 1 and Vector2: 
 HD: [0,0,0,1,1,1,1] = 4/7. 
 
For achieving this goal, we write a Python program (the version of Python is 2.7+), which can 
automatically compare the similarity of each to-be-prioritized test case’s step with all the test cases’ 
step in the database one by one and calculate the average value of the similarity values. The code is 
also presented in the Appendix 3.  
 
And then the test cases are prioritized by the average HD value in ascending order, the lower value of 
Hamming distance (HD) is, the higher priority has. 
 
 

Table	16	An	example	of	Failed	test	case	database	for	Method2 

Case ID  Status Steps 

C10501 Failed  1. Open Firefox with a new profile. 
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Expected Result: Firefox is successfully launched. 
2. Go to:http://jsbin.com/gatipiyuxe/edit?html,css,output 
Expected Result: In the Output screen you can see: 
1. An input of type time outside iframe. 
2. Two iframes each containing an input of type time. 
3. For every input box choose a valid time (hour/minutes/AM or PM). 
Expected Result: Time is successfully selected on all 3 fields. 
4. Hover over each input box. 
Expected Result: Input field margins are highlighted. No error messages 
5. For input box outside of frame choose "29" for minutes value. 
Expected Result: The input box shows an error message 
6. For input box from Iframe 2 choose a time value out of presented range, earlier than min value/later than 
max value 
Expected Result: The input box shows an error message 

C10506 Failed  1. Open Firefox with a new profile. 
Expected Result: Firefox is successfully launched. 
2. Go to:http://jsbin.com/xuboyewoce/edit?html,css,output 
Expected Result: In the Output screen you can see: 
1. An input of type time outside iframe. 
2. Two iframes each containing an input of type time. 
3. For every input box choose a valid time (hour/minutes/AM or PM). 
Expected Result: Time is successfully selected on all 3 fields. 
4. Hover over each input box. 
Expected Result: Input field margins are highlighted. No error messages 

C10506 Failed  1. Open Firefox with a new profile. 
Expected Result:Firefox is successfully launched. 
2. Go to:http://jsbin.com/xuboyewoce/edit?html,css,output 
Expected Result: In the Output screen you can see: 
1. An input of type time outside iframe. 
2. Two iframes each containing an input of type time. 
3. For every input box choose a valid time (hour/minutes/AM or PM). 
Expected Result: Time is successfully selected on all 3 fields. 
4. Hover over each input box. 
Expected Result: Input field margins are highlighted. No error messages 
 

 
 
 

Table	17	An	example	of	collected	data	for	Method	2 

Case ID Plan ID  Steps 

C3720 R120 1. Open Firefox target version Expected Result: An out of date notification bar is 
displayed under the address bar instructing the user to update 

C3745 R120 1. Open Firefox Expected Result: An out of date notification bar is displayed under 
the address bar 2. Try to dismiss the bar Expected Result: OutofDate notification bar 
is not dismissed 

C3742 R120 1. Open Firefox Expected Result:Firefox is opened and an out of date notification 
bar is displayed under the address bar 2. Click on Menu button and select New 
Private Window Expected Result:New Private Window is opened and the out of date 
notification bar is displayed under the address bar 

  
For the non-prioritization, when we calculated the APFD of it, firstly we order the test case based on 
the “Tested on” Time from earlier to later. The order is regarded as the test case execution order, and 
the non-prioritization APFD value can be calculated. 
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6.5 Result and analysis 
In this part, we conduct an experiment using two methods on 17 test suites and calculate the APFD 
value. For each test suite, we select the different test run results and also calculate the APFD of the 
test case order.  
 
For Test Run B and Test Run A in Table 6.5 are the same test suite which have the same test cases, 
but they are executed in different times and have different results. For example, Test Run R121 and 
Test Run R122 have the same test cases, R121 was executed earlier than R122. We use the data of 
R121 as the history data to execute the Method 1 and Method 2, and make comparison of APFD of 
R122 which is non-prioritization. 
 
A sample of the prioritized test case order result of R121 using method 1 can be viewed in Appendix 1. 
A sample of the prioritized test case order result of R121 using method 2 can be viewed in Appendix 2. 
A sample of the test case order without using any prioritization of R122 can be viewed in Appendix 3. 
 
 
The result is shown in Table 18: 

Table	18	The	summary	sheet	of	the	APFD	percentage	result 

Test Run A ID APFD value for 
Method 1 

APFD value for 
Method 2 

Test Run  B ID APFD value for non-
prioritization 

R121 88 44 R122 24 

R66 89.3 46.2 R67 60.7 

R91 95.2 3.57 R92 79.8 

R106 99 36.2 R111 33.6 

R131 76.7 63.3 R132 36.7 

R404 85.4 57.37 R405 49.0 

R380 79.9 56.88 R381 37.1 

R652 90.6 63.54 R653 36.5 

R1401 69 65.23 R1402 51.5 

R1382 83.3 46.03 R1383 97.6 

R1689 91.7 72.2 R1690 41.7 

R1728 71.2 56.54 R1730 39.7 

R1699 93.8 73.5 R1700 76.5 

R1774 93.75 6.25 R1775 6.25 

R2296 78.6 48.8 R2304 85 

R3295 94 38.8 R3296 72.2 

R3355 97.7 29.1 R3356 47.16 
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(the value in table is with%) 

 
Figure	7	Experimental	Results:	APFD	boxplot	of	test	suites	(N:	Non-prioritization,	A:	Adaptive	test	case	

prioritization,	S:	Similarity-based	test	quality	metric) 
To validate the methods, we have calculated APFD value of two prioritization methods: Adaptive test-
case prioritization and Similarity-based test quality metric. We prioritized test suites according to 
Adaptive test-case prioritization and also prioritized the same test suites according to Similarity-based 
test quality metric. As a result, for each run, we acquired APFD values of both Adaptive test-case 
prioritization and Similarity-based test quality metric. For experimental control, we considered APFD 
of non-prioritization test suite. 
 
Figure 7 presents the experimental results. The figure shows the APFD values of 17 test suites using a 
boxplot. X-axis of the figure refers to the prioritization method.  
N is the control group with non-prioritization. A is the group with Adaptive test-case prioritization, S 
is the group with Similarity-based test quality metric. 
Considering the boxplot shown in Figure 7, in our experiment cases, the Adaptive test-case 
prioritization outperforms both Similarity-based test quality metric and non-prioritization. 
 
To validate the significant difference among the 3 results, including non-prioritized test suite, we 
performed ANOVA (Analysis Of Variance) analysis [55]. The statistical test is performed in 
Microsoft Excel, which has strong statistics functions and formulas. 
The definitional equation of sample variance is s/ = .

*2.
(𝑦5 − 𝑦)/, where the divisor is called the 

degree of freedom (df), the summation is called the Sum of Squares(SS), and result is the Mean 
Square.( yi  refers to ith data,  𝑦 refers to the mean of the data) 
For S between groups= 𝑛55 (𝑦5 − 𝑦898:;)/ which ni refers to the number of data in each group, while 𝑦898:; 
refers to the mean of the whole data.  
SS Total=SS Within groups + SS Between groups, once we get the SS Between groups, the SS Within groups is able to be 
calculated.   

And calculation of F is:  F=<=>?	ABC>D=(E=FG==?	HDICJK)
<=>?	ABC>D=(GLFML?	HDICJK)

 

 
The ANOVA analysis result is shown in Table 19. The null hypothesis is that the APFD means of 
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three results are equal.  Since check the F-Table1, F0.05 =(2,50)=3.18, and 22.43.>F0.05, so we can reject 
the null hypothesis that the means of three methods are equal. 
 

Table	19	ANOVA	analysis	result:	All	test	suites 

 Sum of Squares(SS) df Mean Square F 

Between Groups 15991 2 7995.5 22.43 

Within Groups 17112.8  48 356.5  

Total 33103.8 50   

 
While reject the null hypothesis shows the statistical difference of APFD means, we perform All 
Pairwise Comparisons Among Means 2 to determine the difference among Adaptive test-case 
prioritization, Similarity-based test quality metric and non-prioritization.  
We have selected three sample sets: Adaptive test-case prioritization vs. Similarity-based test quality 
metric, Similarity-based test quality metric vs. Non-prioritization and Adaptive test-case prioritization 
vs Non-prioritization. The calculation of P is Studentized Ranged Distribution3. And the result is 
shown in Table 21. 
 

Table	20	Mean	and	Variance	of	methods 

Method  Mean Variance 

Non-prioritized 51.5 576.4 

Adaptive test-case prioritization 86.9 82.8 

Similarity-based test quality metric 
 

47.5 410.4 

 
The null hypothesis of the first set is the APFD’s means of Adaptive test-case prioritization and 
Similarity-based test quality metric are equal (H0). 
As shown in Table 21, the mean difference between Adaptive test-case prioritization and Similarity-
based test quality metric is 39.4, in this case, the Q is 8.6, with 32 degree of freedom. The p-value 
is .000. The result strongly against the H0 that the means of two methods are equal. While the p-value 
of Adaptive test-case prioritization and Non-prioritized is .000. can show that there exists statistical 
difference between Adaptive test-case prioritization and Non-prioritization.  
 
The null hypothesis of the second set is that the APFD means of Non-prioritization and Similarity-
based test quality metric are equal(H0). As the result in Table 21 shows the mean difference between 
Non-prioritization and Similarity-based test quality metric is 4, The p-value of Similarity-based test 
quality metric and Non-prioritization is 0.8125 while the Q is 0.87 which means that the mean APFD 

                                                
1 https://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/davis/375/popecol/tables/f005.html 
2 http://onlinestatbook.com/2/tests_of_means/pairwise.html 
3 http://onlinestatbook.com/2/calculators/studentized_range_dist.html 
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of Similarity-based test quality metric is not significantly different from the mean APFD of Non-
prioritization, this result also represents that the effectiveness of similarity-based test quality is not 
well. 
 

 
Table	21	All	Pairwise	Comparisons	among	Mean	analysis	result 

Comparison Mi - Mj Q P 

Adaptive test-case prioritization - 
Similarity-based test quality metric 

39.4 8.60 .000 

Non-prioritization-Similarity-based test 
quality metric -  

4 0.87 .8125 

Adaptive test-case prioritization 
- Non-prioritization 

35.4 7.73 .000 

(p-value is .000 means that there exist significant statistical APFD value difference between two methods) 

 
According to the result and analysis, we can reject the null hypothesis and accept that the difference in 
APFD observed is a reliable difference. What is more, the results show that the Adaptive test-case 
prioritization has higher mean value of APFD than Similarity-based test quality metric and the non-
prioritization within the same test suites. 
 
In our experiment, we have statistically proven that Adaptive test-case prioritization, performs better 
than non-prioritization and Similarity-based test quality metric in terms of the rate of the fault 
detection. In addition, since it provides better opportunities for early detection of faults by testers or 
developers, if the history data can satisfy the input of the methods, choosing Adaptive test-case 
prioritization method may help improve the effectiveness of the testing process. 
 
 

6.6. Threats to Validity 

6.6.1 Internal validity  
 The threat to internal validity lies in the implementation of the experimental study. For our 
experiments, we have to calculate and prioritize manually, there could be some mistakes. To reduce 
this threat, the authors of this thesis repeat and review the steps. 
 

6.6.2 External validity  
 The threats to external validity are from the reliability of the test data. So, the data is our supervisor 
acquired from Mozilla which is the actual test data. The second threat is the scale of the experiment. 
We tried to execute the methods on as many test suites as possible.  
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6.6.3 Construct validity  
 The threat to construct validity is that whether our experimental results are measured in a correct way. 
To reduce the threat, our experimental analysis used APFD to measure the effectiveness of a 
prioritized test suite because APFD is widely used in evaluating of test case prioritization. 
 

6.6.4 Conclusion validity 
Conclusion validity threats deal with the issues that affect the ability to draw correct conclusions from 
the outcome. In order to narrow down the threat of low statistical power, we define a hypothesis and 
perform statistical tests: ANOVA and All Pairwise Comparisons Among Means to see whether we 
accept or recept the hypothesis in our study.  
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7 Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusion 
Test case prioritization is regarded as a key activity in software testing, which could help decrease the 
risk of failure and save a lot of effort. Therefore, this study focus on identifying the available 
literatures on test case prioritization based on history. Then we execute the potential methods in our 
experiment to explore the effectiveness of them. As a result, Adaptive Test-Case Prioritization has a 
positive effectiveness in test case prioritization for fault detection and the effectiveness of Similarity-
based test quality metric is not obvious. 
 
RQ1: What methods exist for performing test case prioritization based on test case execution 
history? 
From the literature review, we find 15 available literatures about history-based test case prioritization. 
And we would like to list the name of them: Prioritization With Clustering,   Clustering – Bayesian 
Network Based Approach, Adaptive Test case Prioritization, History-based cost-cognizant test case 
prioritization technique, Historical fault detection effectiveness prioritization, Fault Aware Test Case 
Prioritization, Similarity-based test quality metric, Improved history-based prioritization technique, 
Historical fault detection effectiveness prioritization (which occur 4 times in different literatures), 
History-Based Dynamic Test Case Prioritization, Software service model ,Case based ranking. 
 
These literatures present different kind of methods and we make brief summaries of them. For the 
method introduced in the studies are of different "maturity " level, for some methods are proposal, 
some describe the algorithm, and some are detailed to implement. And inputs of methods are also 
classified well. Also, we have summarized the validation, test level, automated or manual testing of 
the methods. 
 
Details are present in Chapter 5: Systematic literature review.  
 
RQ2: What is the effectiveness of test-case prioritization methods? 
 
We execute two methods for the experiment data of Mozilla. There are total 17 test suites’ test cases 
are prioritized and the APFD values are also calculated.  
 
Through statistical test, we found there exists statistical difference among the APFD mean. As a result, 
the mean APFD of Adaptive Test-Case Prioritization has significantly increased while the mean 
APFD of Similarity-based test quality metric has decreased comparing to the non-prioritization. The 
Adaptive Test Case Prioritization has a higher effectiveness than Similarity- based test quality metric. 
 
As a conclusion, test case prioritization method, at least the Adaptive Test Case Prioritization can 
reduce testing time compare to non-prioritized testing. Meanwhile, it provides better opportunities for 
early detection of faults by testers or developers, if the history data can satisfy the input of the 
methods, choosing Adaptive test-case prioritization method can help improve the effectiveness of the 
testing process. 
 
Details are present in Chapter 6: Experiment.  
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7.2 Contribution  
Contributions of our research work is listed below:  
 

1. We did the first Systematic literature review of the history-based test case prioritization 
methods, and 15 relevant literatures were selected. 

2. We conduct a data synthesis of the extraction of literatures: Rigor and Relevance, different 
inputs of the methods, different maturity levels of the methods, test case levels that the 
methods operate on, validation of methods, whether the methods are according to Manual 
testing or Automated testing. 

3. We selected two feasible methods: Adaptive test-case prioritization and Similarity-based test 
quality metric as our experiment methods. 

4. We Executed the Adaptive test-case prioritization and Similarity-based test quality metric for 
test case prioritization among different test suites, and comparing effectiveness of them 
through APFD result. 

 
 

7.3 Future Work 
It has been observed that there are not too many quality studies related to history-based test case 
prioritization, so there is still a lot of scope for empirical work in this domain. 
 
In this research, we didn’t make a deeper study or do experiments for the methods which are not 
described in detail and can’t be directly implemented. So, in the future, we can explore, add our idea 
and perfect the methods. Then explore the effectiveness of them. 
 
For some methods can’t be executed because of lacking in some data or tools, if the data or tools are 
available in the future, we can catch up on executing experiment for these methods. In order to make 
the experiment more reliable, we are planning to execute the methods in various kinds of programs 
which have a large number of test cases. 
 
We can also conduct surveys in software development companies, to explore the state of the practice 
of history-based test case prioritization in industrial software testing process. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1: R121 prioritized result for Adaptive Test-Case 
Prioritization  
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Appendix 2: R121 prioritized result for similarity based method 
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Appendix 3 Test case order and APFD value of Test Run R122 
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Appendix 4 Python Program. 

 


